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Hi Chen-Yuan,

I hope all is well with you also during this time.  A corridor that the District would recommend
studying further is Route 9 in the City of Framingham and Town of Natick.  The District has fielding
inquiries about improving the safety of pedestrian and bicycles along the corridor with lower-cost
fixes such as pavement marking modifications (for bikes), pedestrian signal equipment and phasing /
timing changes.  There are also several locations along the corridor that are high crash locations and
usually on MassDOT’s Top 200 Intersection Crash Cluster list, so it would help us if the study could
include safety-based recommendations, particularly at the high crash locations.  In addition, the
District was recently asked to look closer at potential short to mid-term improvements at the Route
9 / Route 126 interchange in Framingham.

If CTPS decides to include this on the potential locations to study list, we would be happy to provide
more background about efforts that are already underway and which locations along the corridor
might need more focus.

Thanks,
Joe
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From: Chen-Yuan Wang <cwang@ctps.org> 
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2020 9:31 AM
To: 'Frawley, Joseph (DOT)' <joseph.frawley@state.ma.us>
Cc: 'Mark Abbott' <mabbott@ctps.org>; 'Seth Asante' <sasante@ctps.org>;
'erin.kinahan@state.ma.us' <erin.kinahan@state.ma.us>
Subject: Suggestions for FFY 2021 MPO Corridor Study Locations
 
Hi Joe,
 
Hope everything goes well during this usual period. We are now collecting potential locations for
both of the MPO FFY 2021 Priority Corridor and Subregional Roadway studies (FFY21 MPO programs
attached). As in the past years, we appreciate your suggestion of any locations that the District is
interested in exploring potential improvements.  If convenient, please get back to us in a couple of
weeks. Meanwhile, we will discuss with you once we compile a short list of the potential locations. 
 
Best regards. Chen-Yuan
Chen-Yuan Wang  |  Chief Transportation Planner
CENTRAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING STAFF
857.702.3698  | cwang@ctps.org
www.ctps.org/bostonmpo

 
 

Please be advised that the Massachusetts Secretary of State considers e-mail to be a public record,
and therefore subject to the Massachusetts Public Records Law, M.G.L. c. 66 § 10. 
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